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Nanny SchoolGraining The School of Nanny Volume 1 Hakusensha学園ベビシタズ (Gakuen Beb'shitt'u) MangaKap processedHakusenshaMagazineLaDemographic SjojoOrigin run2009 - presentVolumes20 Anime TV seriesAsed Susei MorishitaWritten Yuuko KakuaraMusik Poruka CavadaStidioBrain in BaseOriginal NetworkTokyo MX, Sun TV, BS11
Original launch on January 7, 2018 - March 25, 2018Episodes12 - 1 special portal of anime and manga School Babysitters (学園ベビシタズ, Gakuen Beb'stt'u) - Japanese manga Tokeino. It has been serialized in the sojo manga hakusensha magazine LaLa since 2009, and has been assembled in seventeen tank volumes. The 12-episode anime adaptation
of Brain's Base aired between January 7 and March 25, 2018. The OVA episode was announced in June 2018 and was combined with the show's 7th DVD and Blu-ray releases. After the sudden death of their parents, two young brothers named Ryuichi Kasima (a high school freshman) and his younger brother Kotaro (preschooler) were orphaned and had
no place to call home. The chairman of the prestigious Morinomium Academy proposes to take the boys into care, giving them a new home and free tuition, provided that Ryuichi helps with the kindergarten of the school, as well as to attend regular classes during school hours. Characters Apprentice Ryuichi Kasima (⿅島 ⻯, Kasima Ryuichi) Voiced: Kataro
Nishiyama (Japanese), He and his brother Kotaro lost their parents in a plane crash, leaving them orphaned. They are taken to Morinomium in exchange for his help at the school nanny club. Ryuichi is a kind and friendly boy who easily befriends the people around him. He loves his little brother Kotaro and will do everything for him, trying his best to support
him. He sympathizes with the activities of the nanny and all the babies who are drawn to him. Hayato Kaitani (狼⾕ 隼, Kabitani Hayato) Voiced: Yaichiro Umehara (Japanese), boy at The Morinomiyah Academy, son of Kaitani Shizuka and Hebihara Taizu, a science teacher at the school, and Taka's older brother. He befriended Ryuichi and often hangs out
with him as one of his closest friends. It is mostly inexpressive, quiet, and rarely speaks more than strictly necessary. Although he often smacks of Taka in order for him to behave (which becomes a recurring running gag), in fact Ayaato loves and cares deeply about his brother, though he never openly declares it to him. Eventually he joins the nanny club as
an official member, doing activities there and at the baseball club. Maria Inomata (猪⼜ まりあ, Inomata Maria) Voiced by Satomi Akelsaka (Japan), special class student at The Morinomy Academy. She's a very diligent girl. socially embarrassing. Although she may be blunt and sometimes abusive, she is not a bad person at heart; rather, she found it difficult
to interact with people believing that learning is difficult for everything she excels at, and can become easily saddened, which shows that she can be sensitive. She develops a love for Ryuichi, to which he does not pay attention, and periodically interacts with the club nanny and his children. Children like her, but her harsh behavior can scare them from time to
time. Tomoya Yagi (J⽺ 朋也, Yagi Tomoya) Voiced by: Toshiyuki Somea, (Japanese) Second Year Student of the Morinomium Advanced Class Academy. He is a beautiful and kind boy who is very popular with girls. He has a passion for cute kids but gets nosebleeds when he interacts with them, making him look like a pervert. Chkachi Nezu (根津吉, Nezu
Chkakichi) Voiced by Motohiro Ata (Japanese), Ryuichi's classmate and old friend Tomoya Yaga with shaggy black hair hanging over his eyes. His sloppy appearance belies his dedication as a student and hard-working, as well as his caring personality. He has several younger siblings and, although not normally allowed, he was given a part-time work permit
to feed his family. Yuki Ushimaru (⽜丸 雪, Ushimaru Yuki) Voiced: Kaede Hondo (Japanese), a kind but painfully shy young girl and one of Ryuichi's classmates. She fell in love with him, but can not bring herself to confess to him his feelings. Although at first love competed with Maria Inomata, she gradually begins to consider her his best friend. Hiroyuki
Inoui (⽝井 博幸, Inuit Hiroyuki) Voiced by Yesimasa Hosoya, Kyle McCarley (English) A somewhat pushy schoolboy who seeks to win the heart of Yukari Sawatori, despite the fact that she is happily married. Later, he develops a love of Ryuichi when he makes mistakes over the girl, while the latter wears a wig. In his original appearance he is shown not to
like children, but he acquires a kind of soft spot for them as time passes. At one point, Usida bribes him to hook up to Kotaro while the baby performs his first errand, and he maintains his anonymity by wearing a bag over his head. The children of Kotaro Kashima (⿅島 虎太郎, Kashima Kotaro) are voiced: Nozomi Furuki (Japanese), Ruichi's younger brother.
Kotaro is a kid who loves his older brother and sticks to him. He is cared for in a nanny club, where he gets along with other children his age. It is generally the quietest of babies, and often inexpressive in dangerous or even comical situations. Taka Kaitani (狼⾕ 鷹, Kaitani Taka) Voiced: Jako Sanpei (Japanese), kaitani's younger brother and one of the
children in kindergarten. Noisy and stubborn, his attitude often puts him at odds with his older brother and sometimes others Although he can never admit it himself, he cares deeply about his older brother and strives to be just like him. Takuma Mamizuka (狸塚 拓⾺, Mamizuka Takuma) Voiced: Ayaka Saito (Japanese), One of the twins of Mamizuka.
Takuma is a very cheerful and sociable kid and can rarely be seen without a smile on his face. Kazuma Mamizuka (狸塚 数⾺, Mamizuka Kazuma) Voiced: Atsumi Tanezaki (Japanese), The second of the Mamizuk twins. Unlike his brother, he is very shy and prone to tears in the best of times. He is very close to Takuma and rarely occurs without him.
Unscienty, he often copies or finishes Takuma's sentences. Kirin Kumatsuka (熊塚 奇凛, Kumatsuka Kirin) Voiced by Kono my Kohara (Japan), the oldest toddler in kindergarten. Smarter than her peers, she speaks relatively eloquently and politely, though she doesn't get above to get into the shenanigans herself. It is rarely seen without your favorite giraffe
plush. Midori Sawatori (猿渡 美⿃, Sawatori Midori) Voiced: Kaede Hondo (Japanese) Youngest child in daycare. She is often carried on the back of one of the nannies, usually Usaida. Tsugumi (つぐみ) Byaito and cousin Of Taka. He arrived at the children's club after his mother became ill and became bedridden. Parents/Guardians of Jaco Morinomy (森ノ
宮 ⽺⼦, Morinomia Jaco) Voiced: Tomoko Miadera, Chairman of the Morinomy Academy, who lost his son and daughter-in-law in the same accident that killed the parents of Kashima's siblings. Testifying about them during the funeral, she decides to take them both under her care on the condition that Ryuichi help with the nanny of the club, providing him
with a house and school. While she is usually rigorous and work-driven, she shows a softer side to herself in time, constantly monitoring siblings and caring for them in her own way. Her most striking feature is her bountiful hair, which Kotaro claims is shaggy, and calls her that as a nickname. Keigo Saikawa (犀川 恵吾, Saikava Keigo) Voiced: Butler and
Accompanying Daisuke Ono. He looks after his brothers and sisters and treats their needs. Completely unexplored, he reacts with dry humor to any particulars he's odds on. Yoshihito Usaida (兎⽥ 義仁, Usaida Yoshihito) Voiced: Tomoaki Maeno 5 Caretaker at the Nanny Club. He most of the time is seen sleeping at work and is shown to have rather
demotivated behavior, claiming that this is because the chairman is stingy. Although it doesn't seem to work any more than what is strictly required, it does seem to take care of the children and Ryuichi. Yayea Kumatsuka's mother (熊塚 ヤヨ, Kumatsuka Yayy) Kirin is a cold-blooded but caring woman who taught drama at the Morinomis Academy. Satoru
Kumatsuka (くまつか さとる, Kumatsuka Satoru) freelance photographer, Kirin's father and Yayoi's husband. He's very protective of him. Kirin, forbidding her to kiss or even get close to any of the boys in kindergarten, especially Kotaro. The two are very close, even if they are both toddlers. Satoru also gets very jealous whenever his wife Yayoy talks to
someone of the opposite sex. He is a very bubbly man when his daughter is around and is always seen with a digital camera in his hand to take pictures. Yukari Sawatori (沢渡 ゆかり, Sawatori Yukari) Voiced: Mother Yuna Kamakura, school secretary at Morinomiya Academy, a gentle beauty who is married to a loving but often-absent archaeologist. Yutaka
Sawatori (猿渡 豊, Sawatori Yutaka) Voiced: Kento Fujinuma , father Midori and husband Yukari. His work as an archaeologist often keeps him away from home in expeditions; his face is rarely shown, and the lower part of his face is usually covered with a huge beard (in the manga, his entire face is seen without a beard). He has a deep, booming voice in
the anime series that makes him sound like someone much older than he really is. Umi Mamizuka (狸塚 うみ, Mamizuka Umi) Voiced: Ayaka Saito Kazuma and Mother Takuma. She is a teacher at the Morinomium Academy. She shares a cheerful personality with her son Takuma and often comforts her more timid son Kazuma, as well as her equally timid
husband. Kosuke Mamizuka (狸塚 恭介, Mamizuka Kosuke) Voiced by Satoshi Hino Kazuma and Father Takuma. He is also a famous actor and is very popular with his fans. However, his fame came at the cost that he could not see his sons as often as he would have liked, leaving Kazuma and Takuma away from him. However, with Ryuichi's support, he
eventually overcame that barrier. He cries and despite his actory persona, he is very shy and emotional, but also kind. He usually appears in sketchy disguises. Shizuka Kamitani (狼⾕ しずか, Kamitani Shizuka) Voiced by: Jako Sanpei, Taka's mother and Taizo's ex-wife; she has an unforced personality, but she loves her children. She works as a science
teacher at the Morinomium Academy. Taizu Hebihara (へびはら たいぞう, Hebihara Taizo) Hayato and Tama's divorced father and Shizuki's ex-husband. Just like Heaito, he is usually inexpressive, but he has a more intimidating appearance than his eldest son. He is very strict and has zero tolerance when it comes to his students, often noting they are
absent even if they are only a few minutes late to school. It forces them to do housework in harsh times, even in their spare time, if they are unable to respond. He works as a chemistry teacher at the Morinomium Academy. Manga Manga Media has been published by Hakusensha, and in Lala magazine since 2009, and as of 2018, 17 volumes have been
released in Japan. Anime 12-episode anime television series adaptation of Brain Base January 7, 2018 to March 25, 2018 on Tokyo MX, Sun TV and BS11. The series is directed by Siesei Morishita with scripts written by Yuko Kakara and music by Kawada's Hand. Cranhirall broadcast the series. The OVA episode was announced in June 2018 and was
combined with the 7th DVD and Blu-ray release. Inquiries: b School Babysitters 7 DVD/Blu-ray to include a newly produced OVA. Crunchyroll. June 23, 2018. Received on November 10, 2019. - b c d Gakuen Babysitters Anime shows the main cast. Anime news network. July 22, 2017. Received on July 23, 2017. a b c d Gakuen Babysitters Anime Casts
Satomi Akesaka, Toshiyuki Someya, Motohiro Ta, Kaede Hondo. Anime news network. December 8, 2017. Received on December 8, 2017. Gakuen nanny TV Anime throws Yoshimasa Hosoya. Anime news network. Received on January 23, 2018. - b c d e f g h i j k Gakuen Babysitters Anime's Teaser Video, Visual Revealed. Anime news network. October
23, 2017. Received on October 24, 2017. Gakuen Nanny Anime shows the theme song of the performers, January 7 Debut. Anime news network. November 23, 2017. Received on March 11, 2018. Gakuen Nanny Anime shows the chief staff. Anime news network. August 23, 2017. Received on August 23, 2017. Crunchyroll to Simulcast Ryuo's Work Never
Done!, School Nanny, Mitchiri Neko Anime. Anime news network. December 28, 2017. Received on March 11, 2018. External links anime official site (in Japanese) Nanny School (manga) in the encyclopedia Anime News Network extracted from the
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